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Low and Negative Foreign 
Interest Rates: Their Impact on 
the Level of Foreign Holdings 
of U.S. Treasury Bills
Prepared by Christopher Arnold ‘20
Eastern Economic Conference, Boston, MA
Faculty Advisors: Dr. Fang Dong and Dr. Leo Kahane
“The conference humbled me in many ways, as I was able to share my research and 
gain constructive advice and ideas for future research on my topic. I was also able to 
see what my fellow undergraduates had accomplished in their own projects, as well as 
other professional economists research presentations. Most importantly, the experience 
motivated me to continue my work in economics after my undergraduate studies and 
move into research beyond my comfort zone.” – Christopher Arnold
Results
Table 2 displays the regression results 
and coefficients. Overall the model was 
highly significant. 
The box plot to the left illustrates the 
inverse relationship between the real 
interest rate in foreign countries and the 
level of foreign investment in U.S. 
Treasuries.
Countries facing negative interest rates 
are expected to hold 24% more 
Treasury bills compared to countries 
experiencing a positive interest rate.
Economic and Financial composition 
variables proved to be very significant 
throughout the estimation.
Future research and improvements will 
include model estimation, dataset, and 
an enhanced theoretical model. 
